
CENTRAL SORTING
When introducing a Central Sorter from Lyngsoe 
Systems, you will not only get the benefit of 
Automated Material Handling (AMH). You will 
experience a host of positive effects in your entire 
Library System.

Although centralizing the sorting and associated 
processes and mitigating the number of touches, 

the efficiency will reach far beyond the Central 
Sorter and into all the associated Branch Libraries to 
the benefit of both Patrons and Staff.
 
Choosing Lyngsoe Systems will present you with a 
suite of options to meet your specific needs, and 
you can rest assured that it will always be accurate, 
reliable, fast, and support your processes.
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WAREHOUSE 
ERGONOMICS
SPEED
The Lyngsoe AMH systems were specifically 
designed for libraries and have been developed 
to be the fastest, quietest, most accurate, and 
compact systems available in the World. State-of-
the-art control systems and swift conveyance allow 
our central sorters to accurately process thousands 
of items per hour, minimizing the need for staff to 
handle materials on every step of the way directly. 

EFFICIENCY
At Lyngsoe Systems, the central sorters have 
focused on the staff work environment and 
eliminating multiple handling and repetitive, heavy 
lifting of library materials and minimizing the 

handling of materials entirely. The combination of 
hardware and intelligent software for centralized 
sorting, flexibility in design can apply many different 
levels of ergonomics in your central sorter. 

SMALL DESTINATIONS
A Lyngsoe Sort Mate™ AMH system can sort to up 
to four destinations on one module, allowing for 
flexibility in design, frugal investment, as well as 
economic support for a smaller branch library for 
years to come. Traditionally in a standard tote, this 
functionality and sorting precision provides load 
balancing and loads a tote evenly, a simple and 
subtle but revolutionary design in library AMH. 



DISTRIBUTION 
EFFICIENCIES

BRANCH 
EFFICIENCIES

CONVEYANCE
With the many variables in delivery operations, 
Lyngsoe’s experienced and talented engineering 
team works with the variety to provide some 
impressive conveyance options to automate 
physical tasks. Staff working delivery can potentially 
load inbound or outbound totes into the machine 
via conveyance, deal with elevation changes, etc

ROUTING
The most advanced sorters intelligently route 
delivery drivers. An outstanding example of this is 
King County Library System, WA – their outbound 

totes are grouped into regions that make the 
most sense for their drivers, adding yet another 
efficiency gain.
 
MULTIPLE SORT PLANS
It is possible to change what rules the sorter is 
following by creating multiple sets of rules, or 
sort plans! Thereby the same destinations can be 
utilized for repeated sorting on new sort rules. It 
will be much more efficient to have a sorter that 
has the proper amount of destinations, but in 
reality, budget and space limitations do not always 
allow for the ideal sized central sorter.  

TOTE CHECK-IN SERVER (TCS)
Over the last decade, Lyngsoe’s TCS has drama-
tically reduced labor needs at each receiving 
library branch by batch processing. By scanning 
the barcode on the outside of the tote, all of its 
contents are checked in with the one scan. This 
saves a tremendous amount of time since the 
typical process is to check in one item at a time.

FINE SORTING
The more sort destinations a central sorter has, the 
more finely the sort plan can be, and that translates 
to less manual work on staff. Separating items into 
holds and back-to-shelf will yield the most gains, 
but additional fine sorting of the highest circulating 
branch(es) will also optimize operations. Any data 
that we get from the SIP2 can be used to customize 
sort plans.



SMART 
STORAGE

ACQUISITIONS & 
ADMINISTRATION

HOLD FULFILLMENT 
Making your collection available to patrons 
throughout your system can be a labor-
intensive process. Utilizing a Lyngsoe Central 
Sorter eliminates many of these processes and 
consumables, making the process more reliable 
and easier for staff. The Central Sort performs 
real-time lookups in your ILS, determining the final 
destination, prints and applies hold slips, and sorts 
it to the proper transport tote.

COLLECTIONS FOR HOLD FULFILLMENT
Central processing centers are fantastic places to 
establish a ‘just in time’ collection for frequently 
held items. Establishing the collection within close 
proximity to the Lyngsoe Central Sorter allows 
holds on select items to be picked and fulfilled in 
less than 24 hours in many situations - often 
much less!
 

LOCKERS
The Lyngsoe Book-o-Mat lockers are a great way 
to provide a contactless delivery of items to your 
patrons 24 hours a day. Simple and reliable with 
no complicated controls, or finicky robotics causing 
errors that leave your patrons empty-handed for 
hours. Located inside or outside and paired with 
the Lyngsoe Central sorter, items can be placed 
on hold and transported quickly to the Book-o-Mat 
locker.

SHIPPING DIRECT TO PATRONS
Providing library services to patrons in remote 
areas or who are unable to travel to the library 
physically is a difficult challenge. Still, through 
Lyngsoe’s expertise in logistics solutions, we have 
extensive of experience working with the United 
States Postal Service, as well as other delivery 
services to route and deliver items to your patrons. 

HOLD & GO 
The central sorter becomes an integral part of 
distributing Acquisitions by allowing staff members 
to both check-in shelf-ready items right out of the 
publisher’s delivery, and also provides a function 
to apply a hold slip to any new materials that 
are already on hold. The hold and function are 
designed for libraries that choose to integrate and 
streamline acquisitions by using the central sorter. 

RECONCILIATION
Using the central sorter to take inventory of new 
shipments can streamline not only acquisitions but 
also accounts payable. While in acquisitions mode, 
the central sorter will take inventory of received 
items. These lists can be cross-checked with 
accounts receivable for accuracy and release of 
funds, thus streamlining not only delivery but also 
other key workflows. 



LIFECYCLE 
MANAGEMENT
Not just transits, but everything that needs 
attention should be sent to the Central Sorter. 
The Central Sorter becomes your hub for material 
management from the beginning of its lifecycle to 
the end.

WEEDING LISTS 
When sending weeded items to the Central Sorter, 
Lyngsoe has the ability to upload your weeding list 
to the Lyngsoe Sorter Controller™ (LSC) if any item 
on that list is presented to the sorter, that item will 
be pulled off into its desired destination. 

BOOK RESELLERS
Why not run your donations and other items 
marked for resale to go through the sorter and 
check to see if it is wanted somewhere. With APIs 
for resellers like Better World Books, items are 
identified via ISBN, and it is determined if it might 
be wanted for resale and finding that library item a 
new home.
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MATERIAL 
CURATION
QUARANTINE 
With a central sorter, quarantining materials for 
24-48 hours becomes a seamless, stress-free 
process. The clock starts ticking the minute patrons 
return their items to a branch. Sort programs can 
be set at the central facility to track, trace, hold, 
and quarantine materials as desired. Ideally, those 
materials would only come in contact with 1-2 
staff members outfitted with PPE during the entire 
process. 

ENCODING
The Lyngsoe Ergo Staff™ 1200 is a material 
induction dedicated for Staff use. It feeds materials 
directly onto the central sorters at a very high 
capacity. The built-in RFID reader allows the staff 
induction to become an encoding station for RFID 
tags. You can tag your collection and run those 
items through the staff induction a high capacity, 
and each item will be encoded as it passes.  

TRIAGE
Centralized sorting offers the opportunity to triage 
library materials based on where they have been 
and what level of quarantine might be appropriate. 
There is also the added step of sorting materials 
for weeding, book resellers, or simply sending 
“bad” items where they need to go. All of this can 
be accomplished through a simple process of 
uploading a text file for the central sorter.


